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Sir John Barbirolli, CH (2 December 1899 – 29 July 1970), né Giovanni Battista Barbirolli, 
was a British conductor and cellist. He is remembered 
above all as conductor of the Hallé Orchestra in 
Manchester, which he helped save from dissolution in 
1943 and conducted for the rest of his life. Earlier in 
his career he was Arturo Toscanini's successor as 
music director of the New York Philharmonic, serving 
from 1936 to 1943. He was also chief conductor of the 
Houston Symphony from 1961 to 1967, and was a 
guest conductor of many other orchestras, including the 
BBC Symphony Orchestra, London Symphony 
Orchestra, the Philharmonia, the Berlin Philharmonic 
and the Vienna Philharmonic, with all of which he made recordings.
 Born in London of Italian and French parentage, Barbirolli grew up in a family of 
professional musicians. After starting out as a cellist, he was given the chance to 
conduct, from 1926 with the British National Opera Company, and then with Covent 
Garden's touring company. On taking up the conductorship of the Hallé he had less 
opportunity to work in the opera house, but in the 1950s he conducted productions of 
works by Verdi, Wagner, Gluck, and Puccini at Covent Garden with such success that he 
was invited to become the company's permanent musical director, an invitation he 
declined. Late in his career he made several recordings of operas, of which his 1967 set 
of Puccini's Madama Butterfly for EMI is probably the best known.
 Both in the concert hall and on record, Barbirolli was particularly associated with the 
music of English composers such as Elgar, Delius and Vaughan Williams. His interpreta-
tions of other late romantic composers, such as Mahler and Sibelius, as well as of earlier 
classical composers, including Schubert, are also still admired.



Sibelius Op. 43 Symphony no. 2 in D major
First version 1902: 1. Allegretto moderato, 2. 
Tempo andante, ma rubato, 3. Vivacissimo, 4. 
Allegro moderato: first performance in Helsinki, 8th 
March 1902 (Orchestra of the Helsinki Philharmon-
ic Society under Jean Sibelius). Final version 
19031. Allegretto, 2. Tempo andante, ma rubato, 
3. Vivacissimo, 4. Allegro moderato: first perfor-
mance in Stockholm, 10th November 1903 
(conducted by Armas Järnefelt).
  The second symphony is the most popular and most frequently recorded of Sibelius's 
symphonies. It is more skilfully orchestrated than the first symphony. The ideas of form 
are more mature and the violent Slavic gloom is replaced by a more classical touch and 
by the light of the Mediterranean.
The heroic and optimistic first and final movements of the symphony were exactly what 
the Finnish public needed in 1902, during a period of Russian oppression. The first 
public performance consolidated Sibelius's fame as a national hero. Soon the symphony 
was also triumphantly acclaimed abroad.
  There are many stories about the stages in which this popular work was composed. 
Sibelius is known to have improvised one of the themes for the finale during the 
christening of the son of the painter Akseli Gallen-Kallela, in Ruovesi in the summer of 
1899.

  On the other hand, the publisher "Bis" (Karl Fredrik Wasenius) recollected how 
Sibelius invented some of the motifs of the second symphony in his (Bis's) study. 
Sibelius had been persuaded to consider the talent shown by a seven-year-old girl, 
Irene Eneri, in a small piece she had composed, Caprice Orientale. However, after 
staring at the notes for a while he started to improvise. "Now I've got the thing that 
I've been waiting for weeks! Now it came!" he exclaimed, and according to Wase-
nius, he improvised motifs for the first movement of the second symphony.
  At any rate, we know for certain that Sibelius was sketching a motif which ended up 
in the slow movement while he was in Rapallo, Italy, in February 1901. In his 
sketches he associated it with the encounter between Don Juan (the protagonist of 
Mozart's opera Don Giovanni ) and Death. Another sketch is titled Christus. This 
theme end also ended up in the slow movement of the symphony.
  Nevertheless, it took more than a year before the work was completed, and by this 
stage the initial programmatic concepts had receded. 8. The triumphant first public 
performance, which according to Oscar Merikanto "exceeded even the highest 
expectations", took place on 8th March 1902.
  The first movement begins with a gentle song for the strings in D major. Whereas in 
the first symphony important thematic materials could be heard, embryonically, in the 
clarinet introduction, in the second symphony it is the very first chords with their rising 
three-note progression that form a kind of motif for the whole symphony.
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 Please Note:  In the interest of preserving the superb sound quality of these historic recordings, they have been preserved in 

which are more than 50 years old), the recordings themselves can be subject to certain "artifacts" which are an inseparable part 
of the original analog recording process, such as tape "hiss" or other defects, and these may be audible on certain music tracks.  

 Because your CD or DVD-A was individually "burned" in order to realize superior sound quality to stamped, mass-produced 
versions, microscopic cosmetic blemishes may be visible. Please regard these tiny marks as  evidence of the "human touch" in 
the care and individual attention that each and every HDTT disc receives during its very demanding  manufacturing process.

Sibelius Symphony No. 2
Sir John Barbirolli conducts The Hallé Orchestra

1st Movemant: Allegretto 
2nd Movement: Tempo Andante, Ma Rubato 
3rd Movement: Vivacissimo 
4th Movement: Finale (Allegro Moderato)


